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Abstract—The objective of the research work is to accurately segment 
multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions in brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
of varying sizes and also to classify its types. Designing effective automatic 
segmentation and classification tool aid the doctors in better understanding MS 
lesion progressions. In meeting research challenges, this paper presents Noise 
Invariant Convolution Neural Network (NICNN). The NICNN model is efficient 
in the detection and segmentation of MS lesions of varying sizes in comparison 
with standard CNN-based segmentation methods. Further, this paper introduced 
a new cross-validation scheme to address the class imbalance issue by selecting 
effective features for classifying the type of MS lesion. The experiment outcome 
shows the proposed method provides improved Dice Similarity Coefficient 
(DSC), Positive Predicted Value (PPV), and True Positive Rate (TPR) value com-
pared to the state-of-art CNN-based MS lesion segmentation method. Further, 
achieves better accuracy in classifying MS lesion types compared to standard 
MS lesion type classification models.

Keywords—convolution neural network classification, deep learning, 
denoising, magnetic resonance imaging, multiple sclerosis, segmentation

1 Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis is one of the most predominant neurological diseases, where MRI 
scans, are usually used for its diagnosis. However, better detection and monitoring of 
multiple sclerosis is an urgent need [1]. Especially, segmentation of new lesions at 
an early stage is of utmost importance. In segmentation of new lesion prerequisite: 
a) MRI scans of the same patient with different time points and b) radiologists by 
studying the MRI scan of different points can identify new lesion. The prerequisite 
induces two issues [2] such as they are prone to provide a segmentation error and it 
is extremely time-consuming considering the size and multi-dimensionality nature of 
data. Alongside, MRI scan provides images with different contrast levels making seg-
mentation an extremely challenging task as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A slice of a brain MRI scan with the presence of MS lesions:  
T1-w, T2-w, and FLAIR, from left to right, respectively

Deep learning (DL) methods have proven useful for the segmentation of MS lesions 
in brain MRI scans [3]. However, the existing method exhibits poor segmentation 
outcomes considering both small and large lesions together [4]. Further, the presence of 
motion artifacts in training image impact segmentation performance. Further, the exist-
ing method fails to establish correlation considering different lesion types by the differ-
ent radiologists as shown in Figure 2 and when out-of-distribution generalization and 
data is an imbalance in nature, the model exhibits poor classification accuracies [5, 6].

Fig. 2. Brain MRI scan with biomarker mask from two radiologists: MRI, Biomarker mask by 
radiologist 1, Biomarker mask by radiologist 2, from left to right, respectively

This paper presents noise invariant CNN for the segmentation of new lesions from 
brain MRI scans. Further, design a new cross-validation scheme that addresses class 
imbalance issues through effective feature optimization for MS lesion type classification.

1.1 The significance of the research work is given below

The proposed model achieves higher DSC, PPV, and TPR than the exist-ing CNN-
based segmentation model; thus, is very efficient in segmenting both small and large 
MS lesions. The model introduced a new feature selection optimization method through 
an improved cross-validation method for solving multi-label classification under imbal-
anced data. The classification model achieves higher accuracies for MS lesion-type 
classifications in comparison to standard models.
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2 Literature survey

This section surveys various recent brain MS lesions, and segmentation models. 
In [5], focused on designing robust and fast automatic segmentation of white matter 
hyperintensities concerning age-factor and also MS lesion from 3D T2-FLAIR and 3D 
T1-weighted datasets. Their model depends on the merging of watershed parcellation 
and non-linear diffusion structure for selection of intensity and location pattern and 
refinement of segmentation is done. In [6] aimed at designing a simple and robust super-
vised cluster-based MS lesion segmentation model for carrying out a quantitative study 
using MRI scans of different types such as FLAIR, T1-weighted, and T2-weighted. 
The clustering method used the Euclidean distance function for classification oper-
ation. In [7] focused to design a model for estimating relaxation parameter maps to 
distinguish white matter from normal-appearing brain tissues. The spatial normalized 
the MRI using the pipeline method by fitting multivariate polynomial regression. In 
[8] focused on segmenting MS lesions by studying lesion dimensions and grayscale 
features. A cellular learning automaton is designed using reward and penalty through a 
trial-error mechanism for each pixel.

In [9] designed three-dimensional CNN for automatic segmentation of MS lesions 
from brain MRI scans. The three-dimensional CNN encompasses two convolution and 
two pooling layers. Initially, the substitute lesion voxels are chosen, then the eventual 
lesion voxels are segmented from the initially obtained lesions using certain constraints. 
In [10] the deep gray matter and white matter lesions are segmented for quantification 
of MS in brain MRI scans using CNN [11]. The model provided reliable and fast seg-
mentation of gray matter and MS lesion using multi-model MRI scans.

In [12], a new CNN is introduced for the segmentation of MS lesions using brain 
MRI scans. They used a filter size of 3 × 3 or 5 × 5 for segmenting MS lesions of dif-
ferent sizes. However, selecting of using which filter is very difficult. In addressing the 
issues, they introduced the inception module into Google Net. The inception module 
in a parallel manner uses 3 × 3, 5 × 5, 1 × 1, and max pooling filters. The impro-
vised model achieves a better MS lesion segmentation outcome than the standard CNN 
model [32, 33]. In [28] showed that the UNET architecture are very good in perform-
ing segmentation of tumor in Kidney using CT images. However, tumor segmentation 
using brain MRI [29] is challenging due to presence of motion artifacts; thus, requires 
efficient preprocessing technique [30, 31]. In [13] the UNET framework is modified 
by using the wavelet transformation function in the pooling layer rather than the max 
pooling function. The model is effective in detecting edge and local features more 
efficiently with the limited number of features. When applying the transformation, it 
exhibits a multi-resolution pattern; thus, enhancing segmentation outcomes with vary-
ing lesion sizes. In [14], designed an MS lesion segmentation framework using T2 and 
FLAIR MRI scans. They modified the attention UNET (MAUNET) and also modified 
the UNET (MUNET) by introducing additional preprocessing and loss functions [15]. 
the model attains better performance than standard UNET [16] and attention UNET. In 
[17] showed how the ensemble model how ensemble is efficient in detecting and seg-
mentation of different MS lesion types. However, the standard cross-validation scheme 
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used exhibits very poor performance when data is imbalanced in nature [18, 19].  
In addressing the research challenges in the next section an improved segmentation 
and lesion type classification model is presented.

3 Proposed methodology

In this work, Noise Invariant CNNs (NICNNs) is designed for the segmentation of 
MS lesion segmentation from brain MRI. In this work, first, the standard UNET archi-
tecture is described, followed by an introduction of additional noise invariant layer into 
UNET to obtain NICNNs. Later, an edge-preserving sparse view frame is designed for 
feature learning, also in achieving higher learning rate efficiency the batch normaliza-
tion operation is optimized. Finally, an improved feature optimization model is intro-
duced to address the class imbalance issue for MS lesion type classifications.

Fig. 3. Standard CNN encoder-decoder framework

3.1 Optimization of convolution neural network

The UNET architecture also emphasizes a similar structure as CNN shown in 
Figure 3 with multiple convolutions in every layer. Alongside, the activation func-
tion plays a comparable part for the presented filter after kernel coefficients, resulting 
in non-linear behavior. The outcome results in a fully connected convolution neural 
network as defined below

 a a a ag g g
I
g

g
� ��� �1 2, , ,  (1)

convolution with the kernel is expressed as follows

 u u u ug g g
I
g

g
� ��� �1 2, , ,  (2)

bias parameter is obtained as follows

 z z z zg g g
I
g

g
� ��� �1 2, , ,  (3)

and activation of the ith layer is computed as follows
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where f(.) defines activation function, ⊗ defines a convolutional function, B(.) 
defines the pooling function of (.), and τ g defines the complete parameter used in the 
ith layer. The adoption of the pooling function aid in reducing the number of param-
eters used in generating global features of brain MS lesions. The rectifier linear unit 
(RELU) provides better performance than sigmoid function; thus, in this work parame-
terized RELU is used for better learning of small features of brain MS lesions through 
parametrized optimization of biases and weight. The mathematical representation of 
the feed-forward activation function is described as follows
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The modified parameterized RELU is defined as follows

 f v v w( ) max( , ) ( ) ( , )� �0 0� min  (7)

The value of ω is set in a range between 0 to 1 and the outcome of the feed-forward 
network is obtained as follows
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where G defines the input that is similar to the pooling of Eq. (4) and (5) and τ is 
defined as follows

 � � � �� �� ��1 2 2 1, ... j  (9)

The outcome of the convolutional layer is defined in below equation

  a A S a j p jq q p p� � � � ��
.
( ( ); ),1 1 2 1�  (10)

   a e u S a z a o Lr
q

o
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where ȧq defines the bias parameter of layer p, Ȧq defines convolution layer outcome 
of matrix reconstruction, S(.) defines upsampling for reconstructing the original matrix. 
The convolution kernel for the decoding process is obtained as follows

 u u u up p p
L
p

p
� � �� �1 2, , , ,  (12)
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and bias outcome of decoding operation of pth layer is given as follows

 z z z zp p p
L
p

p
� � �1 2, , ,  (13)

The parameter δ is updated through the backpropagation process iteratively accord-
ing to gradient descent for minimizing the predefined loss as follows

 argminτE(A(G;τ ); M) (14)

where E defines loss operation and M defines the expected outcome.

Fig. 4. The proposed noise invariant CNN framework

3.2 Noise invariant convolution neural network

In this section, a noise invariant convolution neural network is introduced as shown 
in Figure 4. The NICNN is iteratively applied to extract features from low-resolution 
MS lesion brain MRI. The NICNN with noise invariant skip connection is expressed 
as follows

 A = µtrans Fω(d)ϕ (15)

where µtrans defines the pooling function, Fω defines the catalecticant matrix for 
obtaining convolution and ϕ defines the lowpass filter. The above equation is used 
for obtaining a sparse coefficient of convolution. The CNN autoencoder with skip is 
expressed through the following equation

 ( )
Q
A

W Y d ϕ∗
 

= = 
 



 (16)

where the parameter used in the above equation is expressed below

 Y
I M
trans

�
�

�
�

�

�
�

_
�

 (17)

where I_M represent the identity matrix, Y defines extended pooling of NICNN, A 
defines the bypass component and obtained as follows
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 ( )A d ϕ∗=   (18)

and Q defines the low pass band and obtained as follows

 ( )transQ d ϕ∗= µ   (19)

where ( )d ϕ∗  define multi-channel convolution in CNN.

3.3 Improvised feature learning

The noise invariant CNN introduces an improved feature learning by modeling the 
edge-preserving sparse view frame; from the above equation edge-preserving sparse 
view frame is expressed in the following equation

 [ ]1 _
( _ )trans

I M
I M

Y = µ
+ µ µ

  (20)

The matrix inversion for average sensitivity edge-preserving sparse view frame 
CNN is obtained in the below equation

 Y I
trans
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�
�

�

�
�

�

�
�

� � �
2 2

 (21)

Using sparse coefficient W, the segmentation network model of NICNN is given 
below

 
.

( )transA A S Q A= + − µ  (22)

where S defines unpooling and (Q – µtransA) defines residual.

3.4 Segmentation using optimized feature and learning

The segmentation of MS lesion in brain MRI exhibit poor accuracies in the edge 
region. Then, UNET-based segmentation methods exhibit higher redundant features 
and fail to establish global features for high-resolution input MS lesion brain MRI dk+1. 
The parameter dk+1 defines the redundant features. The problem definition without the 
presence of convolution on the respective layer is given as follows

 1 1
 ( )j j kn a S+ −= ⊕ d  (23)

where ⊕ combines two MS lesion brain MRIs before and after applying the operator. 
In NICNN, the remaining path is used for neglecting redundant features in the local 
feature map. The remaining path is provided immediately after pooling. Therefore, a 
global feature map can be passed through skip connections, and in optimizing the filter 
performance a parameter  is defined. The feature map before and after the path is 
considered. If FMz(v,w) < 0.01 then,

  � �0 5.  (24)
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Otherwise,
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After obtaining the optimized features, the learning rate is optimized by minimiz-
ing complexity through batch normalization. In this work, batch normalization first 
subtracts the mean and the divides using standard deviation. Thus, aiding in achieving 
a better convergence rate with fewer dependencies on input distribution. This work 
considers layer with c – dimensional input V = (v(1)… …v(c)) and establishes the normal-
ization of each dimension as follows

 v v C v Var vi i i i( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) /[ ] [ ]� �� �� ��1 2  (26)

Then, the batch Z of size k and normalization is performed on every activation 
self-reliantly as follows

 Z = {v1… … …k} (27)

The normalized outcome provides a linear transformation as follows

 batchnorm: v1… … …k → w1… … …k (28)

The outcome of the above equation is added to the network for achieving a higher 
learning rate aiding segmentation accuracies of MS lesions of varying sizes.

3.5 Feature selection optimization for MS lesion type classification

In [20, 21, 22] focused on detecting different MS lesion types using segmentation 
biomarkers of brain MRI. The aforementioned models train the classification models 
by building a regression tree using the following K-fold cross-validation scheme

 ( )( )

1

1( ) , ( , )ˆ
k

K
k j

j j
k j G

CV P b g y
M σσ σ

−

−

= ∈

= ∑∑  (29)

Using the above equation, the standard model first divides the MS lesion type 
classification dataset into a K subset of identical size in a random manner. Then K – 1 
subset is used for designing the MS lesion type classification model and reaming subset 
is used for minimizing prediction error. However, when data is imbalanced these mod-
els exhibit very poor MS lesion type classification outcomes, as they fail to establish the 
correlation among features (i.e., biomarkers) concerning different types of MS lesions.
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In this work, a multi-level cross-validation scheme is introduced for establishing a 
correlation among features. In the first level, feature subsets are selected as important 
features. In the second level, the main subset feature chosen from the first level is used 
for constructing a new cross-validation method as follows

 ( )( )

1 1

1( ) , ( , )ˆ
k

S K
k j

j j
s k j G

CV P b g y
SM σσ σ

−

−

= = ∈

= ∑∑∑  (30)

In equations (30), M defines the size of training data used, P(·) defines the loss 
function, and ( ) ( )ˆ k jgσ

− ⋅  defines a function for estimating coefficients. Then, the feature 
optimization in choosing ideal σ̂  is computed as follows

 
{ }1, ,

arg min ( )ˆ
l

sCV
σ σ σ

σ σ
∈ …

=  (31)

By solving the above optimization constraint, the MS lesion type classification accu-
racies are improved.

4 Results and discussion

This section provides the segmentation efficiency of the proposed NICNN over the 
existing UNET-based model [12, 14, 27]. The proposed model is implemented using 
Python 3 and MATLAB framework using Windows 10 operating system running on 
I-7 quad-core processor, with 16GB RAM and CUDA-enabled 4GB GPU. The MS 
lesion brain MRI is collected from [23, 24] ISBI 2015 challenge dataset which pro-
vides similar data in [25, 26]. The dataset has 19 patients’ MRI scans of T1-weighted, 
T2-weighted, and FLAIR., out of which 5 MRIs annotated by two physicians are used 
for training, and the remaining MRIs are used for validating models. More details of 
the dataset used can be obtained from [25, 26]. The metric used for experiment analysis 
is DSC, PPV, and TPR.

The DSC similarity defines a measure of similarity among segmented outcome with 
respect to its ground truth. Higher value defines better segmentation performance. 
The DSC is computed as follows

 DSC TP
TP FP FN

�
� �
2

2
 (32)
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The PPV indicates proportion of true positive lesions extracted during automatic 
segmentation. Higher value defines better segmentation performance. The PPV is com-
puted as follows

 PPV
TP
N
AS=  (33)

where TPAS defines the number of lesions correctly classified using ground truth with 
respect to number of lesions in automatic segmentation and P defines the number of 
lesions in automatic segmentation.

The true positive rate defines proportion of the detected lesions in the ground truth. 
Higher value defines better segmentation performance. The TPR is computed as follows

 TPR
TP
Q
GT=  (34)

where TPGT defines the number of lesions correctly classified using automatic seg-
mentation with respect to ground truth and Q defines the number of lesions in automatic 
segmentation.

4.1 Segmentation outcome

This section provides the architecture configuration of NICNN as shown in Table 1 
and graphical representation of segmentation outcome of proposed NICNN over exist-
ing segmentation model namely MUNET [14] and MAUNET [14]. The layer size, 
parameter size, training and testing time is shown in Table 1. From Table 2 we can 
see that the NICNN uses a lesser number of layers in comparison with MUNET [14]; 
further, NICNN reduces the training time using sparse-based feature extraction; thus, 
reduces number of features extracted and aiding in reduction of training time; further, 
the the NICNN reduces testing time i.e., it reduces time to perform segmentation in 
comparison with MUNET.
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Table 1. Architeture of NICNN

Layer Name Kernel Size Number of Filter Activation

conv 3*3 64 relu

conv 3*3 64 relu

maxpool 2*2 – maxpool

tconv 3*3 64 relu

conv 3*3 64 relu

deconv 2*2 – –

conv 3*3 64 relu

conv 3*3 64 relu

conv 3*3 128 relu

conv 3*3 128 relu

maxpool 2*2 – maxpool

tconv 3*3 128 relu

conv 3*3 128 relu

deconv 2*2 – –

conv 3*3 128 relu

conv 3*3 128 relu

conv 3*3 256 relu

conv 3*3 256 relu

maxpool 2*2 – maxpool

tconv 3*3 256 relu

conv 3*3 256 relu

deconv 2*2 – –

conv 3*3 256 relu

conv 3*3 256 relu

conv 3*3 512 relu

conv 3*3 512 relu

maxpool 2*2 – maxpool

tconv 3*3 512 relu

conv 3*3 512 relu

deconv 2*2 – –

conv 3*3 512 relu

conv 3*3 512 relu

conv 3*3 1024 relu

conv 3*3 1024 relu

conv 1*1 1 relu
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The segmentation outcome of proposed with respect existing MUNET [14] is shown 
in Figure 5. Similarly, the segmentation outcome of proposed with respect existing 
MAUNET [14] is shown in Figure 6. From the result obtained it can be seen the NICNN 
achieves very good segmentation outcome in comparison with existing segmentation 
methodologies.

Table 2. Layers, parameter, training, and testing time

Methodology Number of 
Layers

Number of 
Parameters

Training Time 
(Seconds)

Evaluation 
Second

MUNET [14] 41 1941101 9800 8.45

NICNN 30 1786690 6800 5.15

MRI scan Ground truth Segmentation
outcome-MUNET [14]

Segmentation
outcome-NICNN

Fig. 5. MRI scan used for validating proposed NICNN over existing Modified UNET, 2022

MRI scan Ground truth Segmentation
outcome-MUNET [14]

Segmentation
outcome-NICNN

Fig. 6. MRI scan used for validating proposed NICNN over  
existing Modified Attention UNET, 2022
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4.2 MS lesions segmentation performance analysis

The section provides the performance efficiency of the proposed NICNN-based 
MS lesion segmentation outcome in comparison with existing CNN-based segmenta-
tion models such as Attention UNET (AUNET, 2020) [27], CNN binary cross entropy 
(CNN-BCE, 2021), [12], Modified UNET (MUNET, 2022) [14], and Modified AUNET 
(MAUNET, 2022) [14].
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Fig. 7. Dice similarity coefficient

Figure 7 shows a graphical representation of Dice similarity coefficient performance 
achieved using the proposed NICNN and other existing CNN-based segmentation mod-
els. A higher value indicates better DSC performance; thus, the NICNN model achieves 
better MS lesion segmentation outcome by minimizing false prediction and maximizing 
classification accuracy in comparison with AUNET, CNN-BCE, MUNET, and MAUNET.
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Fig. 8. Positives prediction value
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Fig. 9. True positives rate

Figure 8 shows a graphical representation of positive prediction value performance 
achieved using the proposed NICNN and other existing CNN-based segmentation mod-
els. A higher value indicates better PPV performance; thus, the NICNN model achieves 
better MS lesion segmentation outcomes in comparison with AUNET, CNN-BCE, 
MUNET, and MAUNET. Figure 9 shows a graphical representation of true positive rate 
performance achieved using the proposed NICNN and other existing CNN-based seg-
mentation models. A higher value indicates better TPR performance; thus, the NICNN 
model achieves better MS lesion segmentation outcomes by correctly classifying in 
comparison with AUNET, CNN-BCE, MUNET, and MAUNET.

4.3 MS lesions type classification performance analysis

This section provides experiment results using feature selection optimization through 
an imbalanced data-aware cross-validation mechanism. The proposed feature-aware 
regression tree (FART) is compared with the regression tree (RT)-based classification 
[20], [21] model. The classification task is done as a multi-label classification prob-
lem. The sub-types are cortex-led, normal-appearing white matter-led, and lesion-led. 
The graphical representation of the proposed FART and existing RT type classification 
performance is shown in Figure 10. The result shows the FART achieves much better 
performance than existing RT methods.
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Fig. 10. Classification performance

5 Conclusion

The segmentation of MS lesions from brain MRI scans by deep learning methods 
has enabled the automatic extraction of features from MRI scans and has provided good 
results compared to traditional image processing methods. In deep learning, U-Net con-
volutional neural networks are used to segmentation of MS lesions from brain MRI 
scans. In this network, an improved noise invariant CNN adding a skip connection 
between encoder and decoder was used to optimize feature extraction considering 
issues of motion artifact in MRIs. In the proposed method, a pooling layer based on a 
novel transformation is used for representing sparse coefficient, which has made it pos-
sible to highlight the desired features for the extraction of MS lesions in MRI images. 
This method has high accuracy in detecting and segmentation of lesions of different 
sizes and has better results than other existing CNN-based segmentation models. Fur-
ther, a novel feature optimization method is modeled through a modified cross-valida-
tion mechanism; aiding in achieving better classification of MS lesions in comparison 
with a state-of-art model. In future work, the use of more data and 3D implementation 
is suggested to improve the results.
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